HAMP as a modifier gene that increases the phenotypic expression of the HFE pC282Y homozygous genotype.
Hereditary hemochromatosis is a genetically heterogeneous disease of iron metabolism. The most common form of the disorder is an adult-onset form that has mainly been associated with the HFE pC282Y/pC282Y genotype. The phenotypic expression of this genotype is very heterogeneous and could be modulated by both environmental factors and modifier genes. The non-HFE hereditary hemochromatosis forms include a juvenile onset form associated with mutations in HAMP. From a cohort of 392 C282Y homozygous patients, we found 5 carriers of an additional HAMP mutation at the heterozygous state (pR59G, pG71D, or pR56X). We found that iron indices of these 5 patients were among the most elevated of the cohort. Moreover, we specified that the HAMP mutations were not detected in 300 control subjects. These results revealed that mutations in HAMP might increase the phenotypic expression of the pC282Y/pC282Y genotype. From a cohort of 31 patients with at least one chromosome lacking an HFE mutation, we further identified 4 males carrying a heterozygous HAMP mutation (pR59G or pG71D). Based on a digenic model of inheritance, these data suggest that the association of heterozygous mutations in the HFE and HAMP genes could lead, at least in some cases, to an adult-onset form of primary iron overload.